
CONSUMERISM FROM A SOCIOLOGY PERSPECTIVE

In sociological terms one might say that contemporary reflexivity is bounded by consumption â€“ that is to say that most
of the things most of us.

Laura T. Consumerism shapes our wants, desires, and longings in such a way that we want not simply to
acquire goods because they are useful, but more so, because of what they say about us. Fourthly, Post-modern
analyses of consumption focus on the increasing importance of individuals to consumption. Email: M. In this
context, consumption may be a useful vehicle for constructing a life narrative that gives focus and meaning to
individuals. Dunn: American social theorist who has written an important book of consumer theory titled
Identifying Consumption: Subjects and Objects in Consumer Society. Individuals are now compelled to give
meaning to their lives without the certainty that they are making the right choice that in the past had come
from tradition. Finally, Stillerman points out that underlying all of the above are two important background
trends Firstly, there are the technological changes which made all of the above possible â€” the transport links
and the communications technologies. In sociological terms one might say that contemporary reflexivity is
bounded by consumption â€” that is to say that most of the things most of us think about in life â€” be they
pertaining to self-construction, relationship maintenance, or instrumental goal-attainment, involve us making
choices about the strictly unnecessary things we might consume. Continue Reading. Assessment and teaching.
Firat and Venkatesh argue that changes to Western cultures have led to the erosion of modernist ideas of
progress, overly simplified binary distinctions like production and consumption and the notion of the
individual as a unified actor. Skills Outcomes This module will enable students to apply a range of conceptual
devices drawn from the discipline of sociology to analyse consumerism as a form of culture and a mode of
being-in-the-world. Students will become familiar with a range of sociological perspectives on consumerism
as an ideology and consumption as a practical aspect of everyday lives. These changes have led to increasing
specialising of products and more visually compelling shopping environments, and F and V argue that these
changes are liberating for individuals and they seek meaning and identity through consumption, which they
can increasingly do outside of markets. Consumerism both functions upon and reproduces an insatiability of
desires and needs. Within this subfield, sociologists see consumption as central to daily life, identity, and
social order in contemporary societies in ways that far exceed rational economic principles of supply and
demand. To reflect upon ways in which social identities are increasingly linked to consumerism; 4. The first
explanation looks to the s counter culture which despite having a reputation for being anti-consumerist, was
really more about non-conformity, a rejection of standardised mass-consumption and promoting individual
self expression. Building on the work of Lytoard etc. In their view, after World War II, universal access to
higher education and social welfare benefits in Europe led to the erosion of traditional sources of identity
provided by family, traditional authority, and work. Because our social and economic value is largely defined
by our consumer practices, consumerism -- as an ideology -- becomes the lens through which we see and
understand the world, what is possible for us, and how we might go about achieving what we want. Similarly,
American sociologist Robert G. European critical theorists active in the mid-twentieth century also provided
valuable perspectives to the sociology of consumption. The consumption of goods and services is so
thoroughly embedded into our ordinary, everyday lives that many aspects of its practice go largely
unquestioned â€” not only the environmental and social consequences have got lost on the way, but also they
very notion that consumption itself is a choice, and that, once our basic needs are met, consumption in its
symbolic sense is not necessary and thus is itself a choice. The objectives can be summarised as follows: 1.
Critical perspectives on consumerism as a form of ideology. Rather than cultivating happiness, consumerism
is fueled by and cultivates fear -- fear of not fitting in, of not having the right stuff, of not being the right kind
of person. Some members of the counter culture in fact found profit in establishing their own niche-consumer
outlets, with even some Punks surely the Zenith of anti-consumerism?!


